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Statement of Sharon O Shea Surrogate Mother.


Good morning Everyone and thank you for inviting me here today to tell our family story. 


My name is Sharon O Shea and I carried my sister baby out of a pure act of love for her 8 years 
ago. 


My Sister Marie who was very sick as a child and spent a lot of time in hospital and battle illness 
in her teen years, was told by doctors and the medical profession that her womb never developed 
properly and that she would never be able to carry a child of her own. 


After been been told this I automatically said to Marie that with IVF  I would carry a baby for her, If 
I was able to have children myself and if the timing was right.   From that day on in my head that 
was the way it was going to be.


As the years went by I was very lucky to be married and went on to have two beautiful children of 
my own.  Marie and John then married, and the time came when we spoke about them having a 
family with me being her surrogate and hopefully it was going to work.


Marie and John had a lot to sort and the plans were put in place, between clinics travel 
medication and injections for us both this was the start of the journey.  It was not an easy route for 
them.  Marie and John created their own embryos which was then transferred to me, and to our 
delight a positive pregnancy test meant our surrogacy journey had begun.


One day while I was carrying Marie baby a lady commented to me how would you ever give away 
your child ?  As she didn’t understand I explained to her as I did to my own children at that time.    
When I asked them should we help aunty Marie and John have a family, they said yes.


As the kids were young I kept it simple for them and told them I was giving Marie and johns baby 
somewhere save to grow, as Marie could not do this herself, and they understood this.  I cannot 
imagine how hard It was for Marie that fact that I was carrying her little baby.  


People would have said to me while I was carrying Lucy,  you must have a very special bond with 
this baby?  I would reply that it is Marie that I have the special bond with.   I was just babysitting 
for nine months like any aunty would do. 


Thank god Marie and John had a beautiful little girl 8 years ago and all was well, and I met little 
Lucy back on the ward for the first time in her mammy arms,  I was a proud Aunty.  


After we were discharged from the hospital we had to register Lucys birth,  I will never forget that 
day,  as I felt like I was a criminal, my named signed on a birth certificate with Marie husband 
John and no questions were asked.  


We hugged and we cried and it broke my heart while It was bitter sweet , Marie now had her little 
family but, not to be seen as mammy in the eyes of the law. 


And now due to the lack of law, my own children have a sister on a birth certificate, which my 
family have no genetic link too.  


She is Marie and John daughter. 


This time I was diagnosed with Cancer it gave me a lot of time to think on things and one of those 
things were Maries story, Yes it was so special and she was a fighter,  but, now I feel I have to try 
and fight to ensure Lucy and Marie get the legal rights they both deserve and that is why I am 
here with you today.  


Thank you for taking the time to hear our story.  



